- Waving it goodbye?

- Pirohians... after carefully hiding their parachutes...
- stashing... in case of urgent retreat...
- ... under the cover of nightingale songs, slowly moved along the river towards the final morta\_Pines trap and...
- In the heat of the night, approached, to them, an unknown village.
- The village party was in the full swing and towards their utter surprise - as the village was not mentioned in any documents they consulted - the scouts...
- The mokos scouts.
- The squirrel scouts returned with the report of inner beauty of the place.
- The whole half of the peatoo swiftly de-militarized and decided to settle down in the
village.
- That of Lali, Western Lali.
- The less hedonistic half of the warriors continued the journey towards the original designated destination.
- The final mortal Pinez trap.
- That strategy worked out beyond their wildest dreams and in more or less 218 BC...
- Banizbat Calendar.
- ... after a few of initial skirmishes and heavy losses on the Pirriani side, the Peatosy forces soon surrendered.
- ... Pinez deserted the island and fled.
- To the Kingdom of Lupis-tan, making his way to the court of Lupus the Vth, who was now Lupis-tanian King, following the sudden death of Lupus the Third.
- And preceding the sudden birth of Lupus the VIth.

...
A few Pirrians that survived the onslaught, eternally cleansed Barizabal. Town of all the Peatósianans, destroyed the town fortifications and re-named it Pirriinacy. Before the summer was over...

As "one can tuck with history, but not with the power of nature."

...they were receiving self-congratulations for a job well done.

Any threat on the island has been eliminated, all the gangs had been secured. The restrictions of movement were imposed on Peatósian subjects and...

...limited only for the territory of Lekka.

And Eastern Lalt.

East of Pop River.

*demanded*

Pirrians, the extradition of Pyne(s), but Lupus the 5th
refused.

- Hostile brutal invasion was considered, the idea soon given up.
- As how do you wage the war in the place with no even numbers?
- And no proportions.
- And symmetry out of fashion...

- Concerning geographical and social location, Lazi was always the borderline between Pirin's and Platósy; Pirinnacy and Lefka territory and influence,
River Pop was dividing the village into 2 parts: Western and Eastern Lalii.
Not connected with any bridges.
As... not yet...

Nevertheless... furthermore... the villagers from both river sides lived in peace and harmony. Mixed marriages were not uncommon and the children from opposite riverbanks were playing together...

On Lalipop, the small peninsula river island.
As in the shallow Pop delta one could easily walk...
To Lalipop... during the unpredictable low tide.

But... Somewhere... in the air...
A state of open rivalry exists between two local power-sharing superpowers: United Lalii is the prime oil stream possessio of Letka Plastosy and Pirrhacq Pirrians.
But... then... the imaginable
was imagined. The action year is...
- Let's say.
- 1776 B.C.
- The tide was slowly approaching its lowest level, when... suddenly...
  the elite unit of almost exactly 100 Uci warriors, from the far-
  away midget Empire, galloped into Loli on top of their magn-
 ificent giant white horses.

A good horse, long legs.
“The big bridge over Pop River is characteristic of early Banjibatian monumental architecture and engineering.”

“...In the break of dusk, Uca’s crossed the ancient bridge over upstream Pop and under the cover of the night silently sneaked down the frozen river, their horses hooves wrapped in goat furskin, tor silent tagada, tagada, tagada on ice, in the early silence, audible barely only to see the clumping... Birds.”

“As they had no maps—just in case they send the scouts, Midgets on unicorns,
- That upon their return reported on declining tide.
- The moment was ripe and Ucis
- In a hurry, they slaughtered all the males of the village of Lali. United?
- Even the few remaining Gusaks did not live long enough to see the remains of the slaughterday.
- Talking about predators...
- Sooner than enough, Ucis secured their gains...
- "renamed Lali Ulilaly, Lalipop..."
- Lalipop.
- Donation of all the dead corpses towards hefkan olive groves fertilization helped a lot during the negotiations of the Treaty of Understanding.
- So called, sometimes, the Treaty of Storyfield.
- "We get the peace, you get the beef," Ucis said in their acceptance speech.
"We get the beef, you get the pussy," Peatosy replied.

Pitrians, the victors, basked in their glory.

"You get the peace, the beef, the pussy and the glory; I got some a few ok oneiners," I thought.

Meanwhile...

In the meantime in Ucilely, as this particular elite Uci warriors unit was fanatically religious—by miracle, all of the widows of the village were soon pregnant...

...and gave birth mostly to twins...

... and triplets...

... or even mostly to quadruplets...

... and not to forget...

...two octuplet octosets of medium sized Gusak hybrid babies...

In not a blink, Uci River was adorned with 3 bridges—named First, Second and Last—
The United Laki prospered like never before or after before, and by the secret specious ingenious plan... wicked... spontaneously turned into dictatorial democratic matriarchal society.

On the hill overlooking the village, Ucis designed and medium sized giant crusak octuplets build the fortress that could house and protect the whole village population.
"The fortress tower, too high for the waters to reach, can be climbed by a spiral way running around the inside, and half way up there are seats for those who make the journey to rest on."

"In the tower the real silver bell was installed, to sound
the alarm in case of any future Pithiąg or Peatosy...

... or any other imaginable motherfucking invasions.

...